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**PLATTS GLOBAL COAL ALERT**

### PACKAGE OVERVIEW
- Coal Trader Publication via Alert
- Coal Trader International Publication via Alert
- North American package includes source codes: GCA, GCF, GCN
- International (Seaborne) package includes source codes: GCA, GCC, GCF, & GCI
- Global package includes source codes: GCA, GCC, GCF, GCI, & GCN
- Premium package includes source codes: GCA, GCC, GCF, GCI, GCM, & GCN

### GENERAL INFORMATION (SOURCE: GCA)
- Platts GCA page directory
- Platts GCA Editorial contacts
- Platts GCA scrolling news page for North America, EMEA, South America, and APAC

### PUBLICATIONS VIA ALERT (SOURCE PCT, PCI)
- Platts Coal Trader – Source: PCT
- Platts Coal Trader International – Source PCI (PCL on Reuters)

### NORTH AMERICA

#### SCROLLING MARKET HEARDS (SOURCE: GCN)
- Platts intraday coverage of market transactions, bids, and offers for North America

#### MARKET COMMENTARIES (SOURCE: GCN)
- Platts end of day market commentaries for North America

#### EASTERN US BASIN ASSESSMENTS (SOURCE: GCN)
- Platts key daily OTC and weekly forward assessments (Covering NAPP / CAPP barge and rail)

#### MIDWESTERN US BASIN ASSESSMENTS (SOURCE: GCN)
- Platts key weekly prompt quarter and year forward assessments (Covering Illinois Basin barge and rail)

#### WESTERN US BASIN ASSESSMENTS (SOURCE: GCN)
- Platts key daily OTC and weekly forward assessments (Covering PRB, Colorado, and Utah.)

#### US EXPORT ASSESSMENTS (SOURCE: GCN)
- Platts key daily FOB export assessments (Covering East Coast, Gulf Coast, West Coast export markets)
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## ASIA PACIFIC, EMEA, AND SOUTH AMERICA

### SCROLLING MARKET HEARDS (SOURCE: GCI)
Platts intraday coverage of market transactions, bids, and offers for EMEA, South America, and APAC  
*Intraday 0500*

### MARKET COMMENTARIES (SOURCE: GCI)
Platts intraday market commentaries for EMEA, South America, and APAC  
*Intraday 0510*

### DAILY ASSESSMENTS (SOURCE: GCI)
- Platts key daily prompt assessments (Covering sub-90 day prices for India, ARA, Australia, South Africa, and Indonesia)  
  *Daily 0410*
- Platts key daily 90 day assessments (Covering ARA, South Africa, Australia, Indonesia, and India)  
  *Daily 0420*
- Platts prompt monthly and quarterly averages  
  *Monthly 0425*
- Platts daily Forward Curve assessments (ARA, Newcastle, and Richards Bay)  
  *Daily 0440*

### WEEKLY ASSESSMENTS (SOURCE: GCI)
Platts weekly 90 day assessments (Covering Turkey, Colombia, Russian Baltic, Russian Pacific, Polish Baltic, Gladstone AUS, Japan, Korea, Qinhuangdao CH, and ARA Barge)  
*Weekly 0430*

### MONTHLY AND QUARTERLY AVERAGES (SOURCE: GCI)
Monthly and quarterly averages of 90 day assessments (Covering Turkey, Colombia, Russian Baltic, Russian Pacific, Polish Baltic, Gladstone AUS, Japan, Korea, Qinhuangdao CH, and ARA barge)  
*Monthly 0450*

## CHINA

### SCROLLING CHINA NEWS (SOURCE: GCC)
Platts / Fenwei breaking news for the Chinese market  
*Intraday 0800*

### CHINA COAL INDEX (CCI) ASSESSMENTS (SOURCE: GCC)
- Platts / Fenwei China Coal Index (CCI 1, 2, 7, 8)  
  *Daily 0810*
- Platts / Fenwei China Coal Index Monthly / Quarterly averages  
  *Monthly 0820*

### SCROLLING CHINA MARKET “HEARDS” (SOURCE: GCC)
Platts / Fenwei Chinese market transactions, bids, offers  
*Intraday 0830*

### CHINA MARKET COMMENTARIES (SOURCE: GCC)
Platts Daily market commentary for the Chinese market  
*Daily 0840*
## European Dark and Clean Dark Spreads

### Dark Spreads Germany & UK (Source: GCI)
- Platts German dark spreads (Eur/MWh)  
  - Daily 0900
- Platts German clean dark spreads (Eur/MWh)  
  - Daily 0902
- Platts UK dark spreads (Eur/MWh)  
  - Daily 0904
- Platts UK CLEAN dark spreads (Eur/MWh)  
  - Daily 0906

## Emissions Markets

### Carbon (Source: GCA, GCI)
- Platts emissions news  
  - As available 0100
- Platts European CO2 emissions assessments  
  - Daily 0920
- Platts CER daily CO2 assessments  
  - Daily 0922
- Platts CER daily CO2 emissions commentary  
  - Daily 0930

## Dry Bulk Freight

### Global Dry Bulk Freight Prices (Source: GCF)
- Platts India dry freight assessments  
  - Daily 0950
- Platts Atlantic dry freight assessments  
  - Daily 0951
- Platts Pacific dry freight assessments  
  - Daily 0952

## Global Petroleum Coke

### Global Petcoke Prices (Source: GCN, GCI)
- Platts US, Venezuela, Turkey, and India Petcoke price assessments  
  - Weekly (Weds) 0960

## Metallurgical Coal

### Global Coking Coal Assessments and Commentary (Source: GCM)
- Platts US HCC assessments, specs, pen/prem  
  - Daily 1049
- Platts Int’l HCC assessments, specs, pen/prem  
  - Daily 1051
- Metallurgical coal market commentary  
  - Daily 1053
- Metallurgical coal market commentary  
  - Daily 1054
- Metallurgical coal market commentary  
  - Daily 1055

## Biomass / Wood Pellets

### Wood Pellet Prices and Commentary (Source: GCA)
- Platts industrial wood pellet assessments  
  - Weekly (Friday) 1201
- Platts industrial wood pellet market commentary  
  - Weekly (Friday) 1202